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Here we are Class 11, the last morning of Cartography,  

And here we also are, over half way through 2020! It certainly feels as though we are living 
through an historical event, a turning point in humanity’s story; 2020 is and will be a memorable 
year as a collective and also as individuals.  

I would like to invite you to watch this video called The Great Realisation by Tom Foolery, it shines 
a light on the potentially positive outcomes from all the impacts of COVID-19.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nw5KQMXDiM4 

Likewise, here is a link to a related article that poignantly places this period of time in perspective.  
It is from The Guardian by Scott Ludlam entitled “Love letter from 2029: I want you to know we did 
it, we turned the ship around.” 

https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2020/jul/30/love-letter-from-2029-i-want-you-to-know-
we-did-it-we-turned-the-ship-around 

In the article, Scott speaking in retrospect from 2029 writes, “It’s a big time. What I want to say is: 
hold on to each other. It gets weirder and harder yet, but you have to hold on; on the other side of 

the white water there’s the possibility of a more even flow.” 

Back to cartographic and to continue our exploration on the digital age of mapping; below is a map 
released by Facebook in 2010 when they had 500 million members. It is a map generated by all the 
online communications made on Facebook. The outlines of most of the countries are revealed 
through the connectedness of human relationships. It supports Mark Zuckerberg’s ideal that 
“Facebook isn’t one new community but it’s mapping out all the different communities that exist 
in the world already.”  

 
Source: https://storage.googleapis.com/stateless-gigaom-

com/2010/12/163413_479288597199_9445547199_5658562_14158417_n.png 
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Your Main Lesson book will probably need to be submitted on the first day back next term.. 
Nevertheless, finish your book off today Class 11, (including the contents, appropriate decoration 
on all pages and the reflection to conclude). 

Here is a checklist of what should be in your completed Main Lesson book: 

1. Title Page – Babylonian world map and CARTOGRAPHY 

2. Contents  

3. Cartography – notes taken in class last Monday 

4. Songlines – illustration and quote 

5. Songlines – written paragraphs  

6. Anaximander – summarised paragraph from audio and sketch of his map 

7. Comparison of two Greek maps – Hecataeus and Herodotus 

8. Ptolemy (dictation) 

9. Latitude- notes + diagram 

10.  Longitude – written answers to questions 

11.  Map Projections + Greenland Problem 

12.  How 2020 Remapped My World – creative representation of isolation 

13.  The AuthaGraph Map – written answers to questions 

14.  Where would we be without the Global Positioning System? – labelled image 

15.  Reflection 

+ the research project on a migratory animal (worth 20% of your ML grade) 

 

1. Today’s activity is a Geography in the News crossword based on 2020 thus far, choose 
whether you want to do the easy, medium or hard option. Answers are also included.  

 

2. Main Lesson Reflection. To conclude the work in your Main Lesson book I would like you to 
reflect on a few questions: 

1. How can maps reflect the stage of humanity’s development? 

2. What have you found interesting within the content of this Cartography ML? 

3. What do you think is the future of cartography? 

4. What does it mean to you to be orientated in your life? 

Please email me through a photo of your 2020 Isolation Map plus today’s reflection by 5pm 

today (21st August), contact me if you need extra time. 

Despite not teaching you at school, it has been a pleasure and an honour to embark on this 

cartographic journey with you all Class 11, keep adventuring through isolation! Much love, Lou 


